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1. Introduction

ALYATTES (hereinafter referred to as ALYA) Whitepaper has been written as a 
result of ongoing investigations and other relevant tests.

Due to the continuing innovative developments in the field of Crypto and 
Blockchain, the ALYA Developer Team reserves the right to make changes and 
updates to the entire ALYA Project and the Whitepaper when necessary. The 
Whitepaper published as of now will be kept as it is, and any necessary changes 
will be released under the Update heading on the following pages.

Consequently, all ALYA users will be given the chance to be informed about 
the initial conditions and developments at any time in writing.
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The Alyattes project was created with a solution-oriented approach based on 
the ongoing problems of the cryptocurrency market. The Alyattes project was 
developed to deal with such ongoing problems.

The Alyattes project is a unified project consisting of different platforms. The 
project is built on 6 major platforms in total. Therefore, it would not be right 
to evaluate this project by only considering one platform. All these platforms 
constitute the Alyattes project in a structure that supports each other in this 
context.

The project aims to spread to the base user group in a structural manner 
where everyone can easily operate. The project has gathered not only financial 
instruments that you can evaluate investment opportunities in cryptocurrency 
and blockchain technology but also sub-platforms that serve in many areas 
such as games and entertainment applications in our digital life, which make 
up a large part of our daily life, and social aid projects in which every user is 
automatically involved.
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2. What is
ALYATTES?



ALYA Token has been designed for the ecosystem of the ALYATTES project to 
make transactions between its platforms easier and faster and also to increase 
functionality and measurability.

The coding in the ALYA Token algorithm has been designed in a decentralized 
manner without the need for human factor. The algorithm distributes a portion 
of the deducted commission amounts to the investor, burns some of it to 
reduce the number in circulation and sends some of it to the ALYA Care wallet 
to be used for food, education and health expenses of children in need all over 
the world. 65.27% of the total supply is locked in the mining wallet and will be 
distributed to miners via a completely decentralized, immutable Smart Contract 
for a period of approxiametly 5 years, with block rewards automatically 
distributed to investors.
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3. Technical 
Information
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3.1 General Information

Token Name ALYATTES

Symbol ALYA

Decimal 9

Blockchain Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

Contact Address 0x49a9F9A2271d8c5dA44C57e7102ACA79C222F4A9

Maximum Total Supply 205.000.000

Premined 71.200.000

Locked Amount 133.800.000

Mining YES - PoS & PoA Mining

Mining Duration 1500 Blocks

Smart Contract YES



3. Technical 
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3.2. ALYA Auto Eco 
System (Taxation)

After a long period of investigation, ALYA Developer Team has integrated a 
unique Auto Ecosystem Coding that does not require any human intervention 
into ALYA Smart Contract. Thanks to this Coding, it is planned to keep ALYA’s 
popularity, awareness, usability and most importantly profitability constantly 
updated. Let’s take a look at this ecosystems’ purpose and how it works.

The ALYA Smart Contract deducts 5% of ALYA on each transfer (TAX Fee). The 
distribution scheme of this 5% taxation is also foreseen and planned as follows.

2% Burning Tax: In fact, although the same rule applies all over the world, if 
we bring the subject down to crypto, as every person interested in this market is 
well-aware, an asset with a low supply will have more value. The 2% ALYA Coin 
deducted from each transfer is automatically sent to the Burning Wallet with 
the address 0x000dead, which no one in the world has access to. With this 2% 
tax deducted, the number of ALYA in circulation is reduced with each transfer, 
and a continuous and automatic burning system is established.



3. Technical 
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3.2. ALYA Auto Eco 
System (Taxation)

Amount hold in the walletX

2% Holders Tax: One of the main problems that ALYA Developer Team has 
realized while analysing other cryptocurrencies in the market is that users 
buy a cryptocurrency in high amounts while its very cheap and put it on sale 
again in order to make Money even in a small price increase. As a result of our 
surveys and investigations carried out among cryptocurrency investors, it has 
been determined that 68% of investors will not pay much attention to the price 
in a scenario where the number of coins they hold is constantly increasing 
automatically.

With the automatic code added to the ALYA contract, an amount of 2% 
deducted from each transfer (excluding 3.3. Excluded Wallets) in the world will 
be automatically distributed among the people who keep ALYA in their wallet. 
Therefore, ALYA users will be rewarded just for keeping ALYA in their wallets 
and they will be able to increase the number of coins they hold without doing 
anything, which will be an extra source of income for them.

The Holders Bonus is distributed according to the following formula:

For a closer look at the excluded wallets, you can review the section 3.3 
Excluded Wallets.

Holders Bonus = 
Amount Deducted from Transfer

Amount in Circulation
(Excluding wallet amounts)



3. Technical 
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3.2. ALYA Auto Eco 
System (Taxation)

1% ALYA Care: The 1% Coin Amount that has been automatically deducted 
from the transfers will be sent to the wallet named as ALYA Care to create the 
sustainable finance source of the project.

The detailed information about the ALYA Care Project is explained in the 
section named as 13. ALYA Care.
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3.3. Excluded Wallets

Some wallet addresses determined by the ALYA Team are exempt from the 
above-mentioned deductions and earnings. The reasons for this exemption are 
as follows;

Wallets defined in the Tokenomics section such as R&D, Developer Team, 
Marketing and ALYA Care have a high amount of ALYA in their account. These 
wallets are exempted from the 2% Holders bonus due to holding large amounts 
of ALYA, which is against the principle of equality. In addition, the purposes 
and usage areas of these wallets along with the framework for what they will 
be used for have been determined. The 5% payment of these wallets is also 
exempted as it is against the principles of the ALYA project.

Exchange main wallets may also be exempted from this calculation, 
depending on whether the centralized exchanges reflect the 2% Holders Bonus 
deducted from the transfers to the users’ balances. One of the main problems 
that has been realized by the ALYA team here is that the centralized exchanges 
take their account balances from the user wallet and collect them in a single 
cold wallet. Therefore, they eventually become the largest coin Holders other 
than the wallets mentioned above, and thus they will receive the largest share 
of the 2% Holders Bonus.



3. Technical 
Information
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3.3. Excluded Wallets

Platforms that will provide Pool Mining for ALYA will be able to collect balances 
in a single wallet and gain unfair privileges from 2% Holders Bonus, as in 
Centralized Exchanges. Hence, such wallets can be exempt from the above-
mentioned deductions and earnings according to the companies’ terms and 
conditions that will provide Mining Services.

ALYA Project is completely committed to protecting the interests of individual 
investors. Thus, it will not bring any company or institution to the fore. Every 
platform that individual users can benefit from will be included in this 
calculation and will benefit from the necessary bonuses.

ALYA Developer Team reserves the right to include or not include wallets in the 
Auto Ecosystem.
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4. Problems and 
Solutions
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4.1. Coin Inflation

The main problem that has been realised by the ALYA Team in the field 
cryptocurrency industry is that the inflation of cryptocurrencies in the market. 
There is no value withdrawn from the market for coins released from production 
or central companies. This has generated problems in ensuring the supply-
demand balance.

It has been considered that 65% of the total amount of ALYA will be released 
to the market after the pre-determined 5-term mining. In this way, it is aimed 
to create a supply-demand balance by withdrawing 2% of each transfer from 
circulation, thanks to the ecosystem that is added to ALYA’s codes which works 
completely decentralized.



4. Problems and 
Solutions
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4.2. Holders Bonus

One of another problem that has been identified is that people who invest, 
believe and trust in a cryptocurrency can only benefit from price increases.

Therefore, the decentralized ecosystem added to ALYA codes is planned to 
distribute the remaining 2% of each transfer in a free and fair way to those who 
trust ALYA and hold it in their wallets.

For example, an ALYA investor who has 1,000 ALYA in his wallet today may 
have 1,005 ALYA tomorrow and 1,040 ALYA the next day just by keeping ALYA in 
his wallet (The numbers are given as an example, they are not binding). This will 
allow to profit not only from the price increase, but also from the coin inflation.



4. Problems and 
Solutions
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4.3. ALYA Care Foundation

We witness the fact that children pay a heavy price due to financial 
impossibilities in many parts of the world, for example, in underdeveloped or 
developing countries and war zones.

In order to compete with such a problem, ALYA Care fund aims to help 
children in need with a budget of 1% deducted from the transfers and added to 
the Ecosystem.

Investors who buy, hold, trade and profit from ALYA will help to mitigate this 
problem without even realizing it.

Let’s not forget that the children of today are the rulers of tomorrow.



4. Problems and 
Solutions
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4.4. Memo Feature

Another issue that has been noticed is Cryptocurrency Wallet Management 
difficulties, which is one of the main problems other than volatility that 
cryptocurrencies face in commercial integration.

For example, when X company wants to accept a crypto currency as a means 
of payment, they initially need to create a wallet for each user. Afterwards, they 
need to withdraw the deposited amounts to their own wallets and ensure the 
security and maintenance of all wallets. Both transaction fees paid during this 
transaction is an extra expense.

The unlimited memo feature added to ALYA is the digitized version of the 
Disclosure feature used in Bank Transfers. During the transfer, the sender can 
inform the other party about the reason for the transfer via the blockchain with 
the message (encrypted or unencrypted) entered in the Explanation section.

Thanks to this feature, the aforementioned company can only open 1 wallet 
and give the relevant code to its users to be written in the Description section. 
The code will automatically detect who the transaction came from and the 
reason. Therefore, the company will avoid a large transaction load and expense.

Although the integration of the MEMO feature may seem difficult at first, there 
is no doubt that it has the potential to open a doorway to many innovations in 
the coming years.
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ALYA’s presale will only be carried out on the official website of ALYA, 
www.alyattes.io. The total number of coins to be sold in the presale has been 
determined as 15.000.000 (fifteen million), only 7.31% of the total amount.

5. Presale



5. Presale
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5.1. Presale Conditions

ALYA’s presale will take place in pre-determined phases and quantities, and 
no additions or subtractions will be made in these phases and quantities 
(Table 1).

The presale will end early if all phases are sold-out. Otherwise, the presale 
will continue for 45 days. At the end of 45 days, users will be able to choose 
between STAKE or Wallet withdrawal options within 7 days. If people who have 
bought coins after Phase 4 and decide to do Mining through Pool Mining after 
the pre-sale, the number of coins specified in Table 1 will be added to their 
STAKE as BONUS after the presale.

Coins will be sent to the wallets specified by users who want to withdraw 
coins, and Ecosystem deductions will be disabled in these withdrawals.

The coins of users who want to STAKE will automatically be sent to Mining 
under the mining account they have opened, and their bonuses will be 
displayed on this panel.



5. Presale
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5.1. Presale Conditions

The coins will be sent to the accounts and mines simultaneously, and no one 
will be given priority or privilege in any way.

The presale will only be done with the use of USDT (TRC20) – Only TRC20 
Transactions are going to be reflected to Buying Menu. Users are responsible of 
choosing right Network while performing Transaction.

Step Price USD Number of 
Coins

Total Bonus 
Amount Bonus Ratio

Step 1 0.10 50,000.00 500,000.00 0.00 0.00%

Step 2 0.20 100,000.00 500,000.00 0.00 0.00%

Step 3 0.30 150,000.00 500,000.00 0.00 0.00%

Step 4 0.40 400,000.00 1,000,000.00 70,000.00 7.00%

Step 5 0.45 450,000.00 1,000,000.00 80,000.00 8.00%

Step 6 0.50 1,000,000.00 2,000,000.00 200,000.00 10.00%

Step 7 0.55 1,100,000.00 2,000,000.00 300,000.00 15.00%

Step 8 0.60 1,500,000.00 2,500,000.00 400,000.00 16.00%

Step 9 0.65 1,625,000.00 2,500,000.00 450,000.00 18.00%

Step 10 0.70 1,750,000.00 2,500,000.00 500,000.00 20.00%



5. Presale
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5.2. Presale Process

The presale process will mainly consist of 3 stages.

• Beginning of Presale 
• Decision Process (Mine or Extraction) 
• Distribution of Coins – Initiation of Mines

Users who registered on the ALYA Presale Page in the first period will make 
their purchases through the active Phase when the Pre-Sale started. As the 
quantities determined in the phases are sold, the next phase will be active 
automatically.

After the presale conditions are fulfilled (45 days or all phases have been 
sold), our users will be asked what they want to do with their coins. Each user 
will make their choice from the system and enter the necessary information into 
the system.

In the next step, the liquidity calculated through the number of coins to enter 
the market will be added to PancakeSwap (for more details please visit the 
Listing and Exchanges section).



5. Presale

5.2. Presale Process

In the next step, the liquidity calculated through the number of coins to enter 
the market will be added to PancakeSwap (for more details please visit the 
Listing and Exchanges section).

After the addition of liquidity, the coins will be sent to the specified addresses 
and mines. The Mining will be actively started from this moment.

Coins earned as Referral Bonus on the Presale page can be withdrawn to 
wallets. However, after Phase 4, the Bonuses specified in the Table will only be 
applied to the number of coins to be sent to the mine and will be distributed as 
mines.

Users do not have to withdraw all of the coins they receive or send them all to 
the mine. They can withdraw the amount they wish and send the rest they want 
to the mine.

Coins that cannot be sold in phases or allocated and distributed as Bonuses 
in the Token Economy will be sent to Marketing and Airdrop wallets and it will be 
used in the Advertising and Listing stages in the future. To examine the usage 
areas of wallets please visit the Token Economy page.
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The listing will take place just before the end of the pre-sale and distribution 
of the coins with subject to two conditions:

1.  When all phases are sold-out, 1 ALYA = 1 USDT,
2. When all phases are not sold-out, the listing price will be listed on 

Pancakeswap as 1 ALYA = 0.625 USDT, by adding 25% to the price of the last sold 
phase (Example: $0.50 if the last sale is made in Phase 6).

The amount of liquidity to be added will be proportional to the number of 
coins withdrawn to the wallets after the presale.

For example, if all the sold coins are withdrawn to wallets and none of them 
are sent to mining, 80% of the collected amount will be added as liquidity. If 50% 
is sent to mining and the other 50% is withdrawn to wallets, 40% of the collected 
amount will be added as liquidity. The purpose of this move is to keep a liquidity 
in the background ready for the coins that go to mining and do not enter the 
market.

6. Exchanges and 
Listing Process
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The liquidity to be added to Pancakeswap will be locked as 100%, and the 
intervention of the developer team in this liquidity will be prevented.

The portion that has not been added to the liquidity will be protected by the 
ALYA team during the mining period and will be added to the liquidity again 
at the end of the mining periods. No use other than liquidity is foreseen for this 
fund.

Although the ALYA team has started negotiations with centralized global 
crypto exchanges as of now, the first decentralized exchange listing will take 
place at the end of the estimated second mining period (6 months after the 
coin distribution). This date can be brought forward or postponed, upon the 
ALYA teams deems necessary, in line with the needs and demands of ALYA 
supporters.

The ALYA Team will receive and evaluate the opinions of ALYA Miners and 
ALYA Investors on social media about the listing process.

6. Exchanges and 
Listing Process
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7. Token Economy

ALYA’s Token Economy is indicated in the table and graph shown below. For 
more details about the Token Economy and its anticipated usage areas, please 
visit 8.Economy Wallets and Disclosures section.

Purpose of Usage Share in Total Number of Coins

Presale 7.317073% 15,000,000.00

Referral Bonus 1.463415% 3,000,000.00

Stake Bonus 0.975610% 2,000,000.00

Liquidity Coin 7.317073% 15,000,000.00

Airdrop 2.439024% 5,000,000.00

Developer Team 2.926829% 6,000,000.00

Marketing 3.902439% 8,000,000.00

R&D 2.926829% 6,000,000.00

ALYA Care 2.926829% 6,000,000.00

PreICO Sale 0.585366% 1,200,000.00

Others 1.951220% 4,000,000.00

Mining 65.268293% 133,800,000.00

Total 100.00% 205,000,000.00



Mining 65.27% Developer Team 2.93%

R&D2.93%

ALYA CARE 2.93%

Pre ICO Sale 0.59%

Other 1.95%

Marketing 3.90%Presale 7.32%

Liquidity 7.32%

Reference 1.46%

Stake Bonus 0.98%

Airdrop 2.44%
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7. Token Economy
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The ALYA team foresees Wallets in the Token Economy and all their usage 
areas as stated below. These wallets, together with their addresses, will 
be added to the Whitepaper before the Token Listing and will be visible for 
everyone.

The ALYA Team can make gradual sales from the specified wallets in order 
to avoid a possible Pump-Dump incident and to ensure that ALYA progresses 
slowly but firmly and confidently in its own goal. However, the incomes 
generated from these sales will ABSOLUTELY be used for the stated purposes.

All wallets mentioned here have been removed from Auto Ecosystem since 
day one. As a result of this, these wallets were prevented from getting a large 
share of Holders bonuses. Accordingly, the auto ecosystem will not be applied 
for transfers to be made from these wallets.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures
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Wallet Address: 0x0d17c244a5fB78636102c8642EB9Fe3C5596F649

15,000,000 ALYA is available in the Presale wallet and it will be offered to the 
users in the Presale. At the end of the presale stage, the remaining ALYA Tokens 
in this wallet will be transferred to the Airdrop wallet.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.1. Presale Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0xdC7F6424e4218CD514104437eD1a00DA717cf628

There are 3,000,000 ALYA in the Referral Bonus wallet to be used to cover a 
total of 20% Referral Bonuses which will be given at 8 depths during the presale 
(15,000,000 / 100 x 20 = 3,000,000). – The remaining balance that does not 
need to be distributed as a referral bonus according to the presale status will be 
transferred to the Marketing wallet.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.2. Referral Bonus Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0xc2cC7d2dDA7ef02f9bd2DD0Deb5bE51Ff1E99A64

In case of staking the coins taken from the phases shown in the table as 
described in the Presale Conditions section (section 5.1.), there are 2,000,000 
units in this wallet that will be given directly as staking. Coins that do not need 
to be used according to presale and staking will be transferred to ALYA Care 
wallet.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.3. Stake Bonus Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0x825ff980780801719e560DE290814E98117c01CF

There are 5,000,000 ALYA coins in this wallet. The coins will contribute to the 
awareness of ALYA, strengthen their social media accounts, and be allocated to 
be distributed for different purposes. During the use of this budget, not only new 
users, but also users who already have ALYA will be taken into account.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.4. Airdrop Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0x58dEDa0EbC7255C3997113eDB1162a53A1865f72

This wallet contains 6,000,000 ALYA belonging to the Developer Team. ALYA 
team has no personal share or right in any wallet other than this wallet. Coins in 
this wallet can be moved by consensus of the entire team. The final transaction 
envisaged for this wallet will be Sale. If the ALYA team agrees, an amount of this 
wallet will be staked.

2,000,000 ALYA will be sent to Mining from this wallet for the Developer Team. 
Apart from these awards, the Developer Team will not have a personal source of 
financial gain.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.5. Developer Team Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0xAeCc1891De99B99D2d9d3204B5666bd3e15E0fEA

This wallet contains 6,000,000 ALYA to support the Research and 
Development operations. The development of the projects specified in the 
Roadmap, the creation of financial resources for these projects, the financing of 
the software team, the funds required for technical cooperation are in the task 
and usage definition of this wallet.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.6. R&D Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0x077Be08c114d10128DC5721F342eF38471479cA4

This wallet contains 8,000,000 ALYA. The job description of this wallet includes 
financing all advertising works, promotional articles, all live events and banners 
to be published in the professional crypto-related sites such as BSCScan, 
Coinecko. In addition, the expenses of Sponsorship agreements and upcoming 
Exchange Listings will be covered from this wallet.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.7. Marketing Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0x7fEc4Ea343A1E948604772e4f42609bD74B5eD87

ALYA Care project is the project that ALYA team values most. Although it may 
come to mind at first that ALYA Care was created to support the ALYA Project, 
the ALYA Care project is the main project that sits at the very center of ALYA. For 
a detailed introduction to this project please visit 12. Alya Care section.

6,000,000 ALYA has been allocated for the funding of the ALYA Care project, 
and this fund has been made sustainable with 1% taxation added to the auto 
ecosystem.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.8. ALYA Care Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0x53bCDA313400249fd4E7213692d767da37313377

There are 1,200,000 ALYA in this wallet, which are planned to be sent to wallets 
after the presale to be sold within a specified period on pages such as CoinTool 
– DxSale. If the sale made here does not reach the Minimum Quantity, it will be 
repeated on a page similar to this, and the remaining or unsold coins will be 
sent to the Burn.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.9. CoinTool Sale Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0xbF36E153aB00A6a7c5db38639859067472105bbD

This wallet contains 4,000,000 ALYA which is allocated to cover any 
expenditure or promotion not described above. This wallet will support R&D & 
Marketing & Airdrop wallets as needed.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.10. Other Transactions 
Wallet
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Wallet Address: 0x2aaAF000484Aa0005e013Ac7B411FFF629f10Cea

Considering that all ALYA Tokens will be sold after the presale, this wallet is 
created with 15,000,000 Alya (Presale amount) to maintain one-to-one listing.

The liquidity required after the presale will be provided from this wallet, and 
ALYAs that do not need to be used for this purpose will be completely burned.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.11. Liquidity Coin Wallet
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The mining wallet has 133,800,000 ALYAs, 65.27% of the total number of ALYAs. 
No one, including the Developer Team, has access to this wallet. When the 
specified reward conditions for mining are met, the determined amount will be 
automatically distributed from this wallet with the Smart Contract feature. For 
mining details please visit 9. ALYA Mining section.

8. Economy Wallets
and Disclosures

8.12. Mining Wallet



ALYA MINING
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9. Alya Mining
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ALYA Mining is basically created by combining two systems (Proof of Stake & 
Proof of Active) and anyone in the world can do the mining. There is no need for 
any license or wallet definition to do mining.



9. Alya Mining
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9.1. Mining Scheme

ALYA Mining is connected to an algorithm that is completely decentralized 
and not under anyone’s control. This algorithm is also integrated into the 
system in the form of a Smart Contract.

Generally speaking, a Block is generated every 5-7 seconds on the Binance 
Smart Chain network, and each block has its own Hash Code. No one knows 
what will happen and what value these codes will take before they are 
generated. This code is automatically identified by the Binance Chain network.

ALYA’s Smart Contract constantly monitors the blocks in the Binance Chain 
network and converts the Hash Code of each block found from HEX to DEX value. 
If the remainder is 1 when the resulting 18-character number is divided by the 
specified mode (29743), it means the lucky block is found and a signal is sent to 
the miners to prove their activity. It automatically allocates the amount of ALYA 
specified in the Contract Reward Plan to the miners who prove their activity 
with respect to total staking amount until 100 more Blocks are found. All these 
processes take an average of 8-15 minutes.



9. Alya Mining
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9.1. Mining Scheme

Although finding a Lucky Block corresponds to an average of 25 rewards per 
month, as the number stated above are left out of control, this amount may 
increase or decrease. The block can be received in 5 awards in 1 day, as well as 
in only 1 award in 5 days, and the decentralization of the work is guaranteed in 
this way.

The amount of reward to be distributed in each block is fixed. The amount 
of reward miners receive may increase or decrease depending on changes in 
Total Staking rate.

It is designed to produce a total of 133,800,000 ALYA over 5 periods, as 
indicated in the diagram below.

Period Block Number Rewards in Each 
Block Total Production

Period 1 0 - 300 58,000 17,400,000

Period 2 301 - 600 81,000 24,300,000

Period 3 601 - 900 98,000 29,400,000

Period 4 901 - 1,200 109,000 32,700,000

Period 5 1,201 - 1,500 100,000 30,000,000



9. Alya Mining

9.2. Individual Mining

ALYA Token is a type of mining based on an ordinary computer connected to 
the internet, and earning rewards according to the amount of activity and stake 
you will make with the mining program which will set up in minutes.

You can start your mining by downloading the ALYA Mining program and 
sending the ALYAs (minimum 500 ALYA) you keep in a decentralized wallet 
(TrustWallet & Metamask) to the Smart Contract. You also need to keep the BNB 
fees required to receive mining rewards and provide proof of activity in your 
own wallet. The computer on which the mining program is installed must be 
connected to the internet and open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Otherwise, 
Proof of Activity cannot be presented to block rewards and mining rewards will 
not be awarded.

Since ALYA Mining program is based on Proof of Stake and Proof of Active, it 
does not need any extra power usage, energy expenditure or hardware power. 
Only the energy consumption of your computer is sufficient for mining.

ALYA Mining is also possible on Virtual Computers, although it is not 
recommended by us for security reasons.
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9. Alya Mining

9.3. Pool Mining

It is a type of mining created and managed by companies that provide 
pool mining services. This is generally preferred by people who do not have a 
computer and not want to rent a server or follow the mining program all the 
time. This type of mining is controlled by a centralized system and its conditions 
are determined by the companies providing this service, not by the ALYA team.

Pool mining allows people to start mining with smaller amounts and to stake 
again even though their earnings are below the minimum. On the other hand, 
Network Marketing, which is one of the most effective ways of marketing in the 
world, will enable people who have become professionals in this business to 
both expand their mining pools and earn passive income by promoting ALYA.
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9. Alya Mining

9.3. Pool Mining

The first platform where pool mining can be done is ALYA FINANCE Platform. 
Business partners that will participate in Pool Mining in the future will also be 
supported by the ALYA team.

ALYA Finance will act completely user-oriented in the Network earnings 
of Pool mining and will not make any extra profits other than the Expenses 
(Mining servers, Security, Reward signing and distribution fees, Platform server 
fees, etc.). Therefore, the fee that will charged by ALYA Finance on the mining 
platform will be kept to a minimum, and all other rewards will be distributed to 
users.

ALYA Finance Pool Mining will never distribute more than it produces. 
Therefore, it will definitely be prevented from entering into ponziization or similar 
ways. The tracking of ALYA Finance mines will be completely transparent and 
can be tracked on BSCScan at any time.
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The ALYATTES project does not see crypto assets only as a means of value or 
exchange. It also believes in the transformative power of these digital assets. 
One of the aims of creating our project is to reduce social inequalities that 
increases as a result of information age and to reach the people in need of 
social assistance without discrimination (religion, language, race, gender, etc.).

ALYA Care was established based on this philosophy. ALYA Care will be 
formalized with foundations to be established in various countries around the 
world, and all accounts will be audited by the official institutions of the countries 
in which the foundations will be established.

10.1. ALYA Care Foundation
and Purpose

10. ALYA Care
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The funds that will be generated thanks to the natural structure of Alyattes will 
be used for children in need of financial and social assistance around the world, 
especially in underdeveloped African countries. For the benefit of all humanity 
and our future, we must turn these children into healthy individuals who can 
think and produce in every field. Therefore, it is among our priorities to work as 
a stakeholder with Non-Governmental Organizations that work in a transparent 
and accountable manner with sustainable aid and development goals. The 
Alya Care team follow closely the work of major organizations such as Save the 
Children, Doctors Without Borders and World Vision, which mainly work in the 
field of Child Welfare. As Alya Care, our mission is to contribute and support the 
work of similar organizations.

In this context, our main mission is to touch the lives of children in need of 
help in the most diverse and remote parts of the world by using the indirect 
income generated from the high usage area of Alya due to its natural structure, 
the funds consisting of tokens burned and the masses growing anonymously.

10.1. ALYA Care Foundation
and Purpose

10. ALYA Care
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ALYA CARE needs regular funding in order to provide aid in line with its 
establishment purpose. Thanks to the ALYATTES project, ALYA CARE has 
overcome the fundraising problem, which is the main problem of many aid 
organizations. Of course, we accept fund supports from other companies 
and individuals, such as other charity organizations, if they comply with the 
company terms. Nevertheless, we generate our main funding source from 1% of 
ALYA Token transfers.

10.2. ALYA Care Fund

10. ALYA Care
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ALYA Finance consists of a structure that incorporates several platforms of 
the ALYATTES project. As the name reveals, all financial-based operations of the 
ALYA project will be published and managed through this platform. Although 
these processes will start with Pool mining, where users can make ALYA mining 
by staking below the minimum, Yield Farming, Farming, Soft Stake and many 
similar services will be offered to the platform users in the future.

ALYA Finance Platform will be put into service with a wonderful ALYA mining 
plan that will provide Passive Income to users with referral and production 
bonuses. The platform will never distribute more than it produces.

Other cryptocurrencies, which we think have a bright future, will be followed 
up and investigated by our Research and Development team. Then, these 
cryptocurrencies will be produced at the amounts and rates determined by the 
ALYA team through ALYA Farm. Eventually, it will be possible to own other coins 
by only having ALYA.

Additionally, a special group of experts within the Research and Development 
team will examine the most promising coins that are in the ICO, IDO and Pre-
Sales process. After checking the reliability of such coins and projects, they will 
be published on this platform. Thus, necessary steps will be taken by us to grant 
privileges to ALYA Finance users.

11. ALYA Finance
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ALYA Wallet is a simple yet effective decentralized cryptocurrency wallet that 
helps you store your cryptocurrencies. The Private Keys that will be created in 
this wallet will make sure that the wallet will be completely under your control. It 
offers quite simple and user-friendly features that anyone can use. ALYA Wallet 
is very easy to install and use. It is a ready-to-use wallet in seconds.

Alya wallet allows the store not only ALYA Token but other cryptocurrencies. 
In this way, you can send and receive not just one or two cryptocurrencies, but 
multiple cryptocurrencies with. The main issue that users should pay particular 
attention is to save and not lose Private Keys, as in other wallets. You can use 
ALYA Swap and other decentralized exchanges (DEX) directly through ALYA 
Wallet.

ALYA Wallet will contribute to the ecosystem by increasing the awareness of 
ALYA in the first step. People who use ALYA Wallet will be able to benefit from the 
Airdrops, and promotions that will be carried out to encourage them to use ALYA 
Wallet.

12. ALYA Wallet
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As it is well-known, very large capitals are circulating in the world of gaming 
industry. It is a sector in which almost every smart phone user is involved 
consciously or unconsciously. ALYA Fun project is the general name of the ALYA 
Team’s developments in the field of Game and Entertainment.

Although ALYA Fun Team started with small free games that can be played 
online and offline at first, ALYA Token will be incorporated in other projects by 
using systems such as Coinpayments in the future.

ALYA Fun platform has been developed with a very wide range of products. 
The list of games has only started with little fun games for now. The list of 
games will be extended further with Scratchcard, weekly Lotto and Online 
Casino where very high prizes are awarded after concluding the legal processes 
and obtaining the necessary permissions. Although the legal processes and 
procedures required for these operations will be put into effect after the Pre-
Sales, the necessary negotiations with the software developer companies have 
already started.

13. ALYA Fun
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ALYA Fun platform has no limits. It will be constantly developed, updated, 
and presented to you, our valuable users, by keeping profit and entertainment 
always at the forefront.

It is the common opinion of the whole team that the contribution of the 
ALYA Fun system to the ALYA ecosystem will be much more than anticipated. 
In order to ensure this contribution, ALYA payments will be made much more 
advantageous compared to other crypto or FIAT currencies in all payments 
made within the system aiming to increase interest and demand for ALYA. For 
example, a 20% discount will be offered for all payments made as ALYA. Thanks 
to the internal developed SWAP system, the conversion of other investment 
instruments to ALYA will be completed with just a few clicks.

13. ALYA Fun
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It is a platform supported by a special team within the ALYA Token developer 
team in the ALYATTES project. This platform was originally established to provide 
convenience to users who are not cryptocurrency traders.

As mentioned above, we aim to provide a service where short, medium and 
long-term signals and even margin signals coming from the system prepared 
by a special team are presented to users. The first designed structure is to 
enable them to participate in professional trades in a few seconds without 
transferring funds from accounts via API connection. In the following processes, 
a stronger structure will be created by supporting ALYA-AI mobile version and 
ALYA-AI Bot (Algorithym Trade) service.

14. ALYA - AI 
Trading
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For example, ALYA users who are entitled to use the ALYA AI Trading Platform 
or make the necessary payments will allow the ALYA AI Trading Platform to 
connect to the API they will create by only giving Trade permission to the USDT 
and BTC balances they hold in their own Binance/OkEX/Bitmart accounts. Then, 
the signals examined by expert Traders on the platform will be entered into the 
system. Afterwards, users will be able to examine these signals with instant 
notifications they receive via E-Mail and Social Media accounts. Eventually, they 
can start a Trade directly from the ALYA Platform and change on the entry and 
Target points as they wish.

The operating system will be free of charge for users who hold certain 
amounts of ALYA Tokens. Nevertheless, other people will also be able to benefit 
from this service in exchange for a certain amount of ALYA Tokens.

The users will be informed about the upcoming ICOs and projects in the 
cryptocurrency market through this platform.

14. ALYA - AI 
Trading
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In Cryptology Swap is the instant exchange of any asset supported by the 
trading platform for any other supported digital asset. For example, you can 
exchange BNB for ALYA or ALYA for BUSD, depending on your preference.

ALYA SWAP platform is a clearing platform developed by the Alyattes team 
and focused on making ALYA investors win. ALYA will be the main coin of this 
platform, which is an automatic market maker (AMM) that allows binary token 
exchange on a Mainnet.

The coding process of this platform has been started and this will be the 
technical development part that creates the most workload for the software 
team as the system needs to be error-free. The network on which this platform 
will be implemented will be announced after the final tests.

15. ALYA - Swap
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An extra source of income will be generated to the users with the coins to be 
published on the ALYA SWAP Platform and the participation in the liquidity pools 
of these coins. The platform will also allow to trade coins in very simplified steps.

ALYA Swap will allow all users to create Farming Platforms and will accept 
ALYA Token as a payment unit in the establishment of such platforms. This 
will increase the number of ALYA users and will give a new usage area to ALYA 
Token. 

In the future, it will be possible to use more than one Blockchain network 
on ALYA Swap, if the Inter-Blockchain Tunnel installation system, whose tests 
have not yet been concluded, allows. The aforementioned Tunnel System is not 
developed by the ALYA team, but by the experts of the subject.

15. ALYA - Swap
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ALYA Exchange platform will be an Exchange platform that will be built on the 
main working system of known centralized cryptocurrency exchanges.

ALYA Exchange will be incorporated in Malta, where Binance, the world’s 
leading cryptocurrency exchange, is also headquartered and necessary legal 
permissions will be obtained through this company.

Leveraged Margin Transactions, Stake Pools, Futures Crypto Trades as well as 
conventional trading transactions will be available to users on ALYA Ex.

Advantages will be provided to those who pay their transaction fees with ALYA 
in the Exchange, and services such as 0% transaction fee will be offered to ALYA 
lovers, as well as users who keep a certain amount of ALYA under Stake.

16. ALYA Exchange
(ALYA.Ex)
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Advantages such as 0% transaction fee, weekly extra ALYA earnings and 
future collaborations with Virtual Crypto Credit Card and even physical Credit 
Cards connected directly to Alya Ex account will be provided to those who 
pay their transaction fees with ALYA on the exchange and who keep a certain 
amount of ALYA Staked.

ALYA Ex Platform will ask other developer teams to buy ALYA and keep 
it locked instead of demanding a very high amount of FIAT or other 
cryptocurrency in new coin listings. All listing fees will be realized through ALYA 
Token, thus providing another usage area for ALYA Token.

Another answer will be given to the question “Why should I buy ALYA?”.

16. ALYA Exchange
(ALYA.Ex)
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17. Contact Information and
Social Media Accounts

https://alyattes.io/

https://medium.com/@alyattesofficial

https://www.facebook.com/AlyattesOfficial/

https://twitter.com/Alyattes_ALYA

https://www.instagram.com/alyattesofficial/

https://www.reddit.com/user/AlyattesOfficial

https://alyattes.io/
https://medium.com/@alyattesofficial
https://www.facebook.com/AlyattesOfficial/
https://twitter.com/Alyattes_ALYA
https://www.instagram.com/alyattesofficial/
https://www.reddit.com/user/AlyattesOfficial
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The projects mentioned in this Whitepaper are not the entire ALYATTES project.

There are several other projects that the R&D team is working on technically. 
These will be prepared and integrated into the ALYATTES project in the future. 
In these developments and integrations, the value and usage area that will be 
added to the ALYA Token will always be kept as priority.

The whitepaper has been prepared to give users an idea about the ways that 
will be followed in the ALYATTES project.

The ALYATTES project is much more than a cryptocurrency or a platform. The 
concept of social people will take the name ALYATTES in the digital environment, 
and will not hesitate to fulfil its social obligations all over the world while making 
its way to continuously making money for its investors…

Concluding
Remarks



We can’t foresee the future, but we are glad to try to provide 
a better future to everyone.

ALYATTES TEAM


